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Abstract. Conversational recommender systems are increasingly stud-
ied to provide more fine-tuned recommendations based on user prefer-
ences. However, most existing product recommendation approaches in
online stores are designed to interact with people through questions that
mainly focus on products or their attributes, and less on buyers’ core
purchase needs. This work proposes ClayBot, a novel conversational rec-
ommendation agent, which aims to capture people’s intents and recom-
mend products based on the jobs or actions that their buyers aim to do.
Interactions with ClayBot are guided by an openly accessible knowledge
graph, which connects a sample of computing products to the actions
annotated in product reviews. A demonstration of ClayBot is presented
as an Amazon Alexa Skill to showcase the feasibility of handling more
human-centered interactions in the product recommendation and expla-
nation process.

Keywords: Conversational Recommender Systems · Knowledge Graphs
· Human-centered · Artificial Intelligence · Product reviews.

1 Introduction

Conversational recommender systems (CRS) are increasingly gaining research
visibility in artificial intelligence (AI). This rising attention can be attributed to
several factors, including the challenges in eliciting users’ preferences and needs,
as well as justifying why does a person prefer an item versus another [4].

In real life, human interaction and questions usually drive the recommenda-
tion process and help with discovering people’s preferences to reach a recom-
mended product [4]. Asking questions is one of the key components in CRS. In
this domain, researchers have been studying “when to ask” and “what to ask”
to people, and their approaches mainly focus on formulating questions either
around products, or product attributes [3].

While such questions can be effective for experienced buyers, they may be
hard to answer by people who are less informed about how products or their
attributes can contribute to fulfilling their needs. This work investigates how we
can make conversational product recommendation systems more human-centered
and aligned with users’ needs.
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2 Human-Centered Product Recommendations in CRS

Clayton Christensen famously revealed that “when we buy a product, we essen-
tially ‘hire’ it to get a job done” [2]. This core notion of the Jobs Theory reflects
that in most situations, people don’t perceive products as a set of attributes,
but as a means to perform a certain job. Jobs to be done are often articulated in
the form of actions. Designers are usually trained to be sensitive to such poten-
tial actions when developing human-centered products. Potential actions that a
person is aiming to do may be used as a proxy for further understanding the
person’s needs and uncovering persona-centered problems in the design thinking
process [6]. For example, people may decide to buy a particular laptop to support
them while studying, or a certain tablet to be able to stream their favorite TV
series in bed. A substantial number of buyers generously share such experiences
in product reviews, which often include a description of the actions and jobs to
be done [1].

This work aims to shift the focus of questions asked in the majority of existing
CRS approaches from a product and product’s attributes angle [3], to a human-
centered perspective by formulating questions and understanding intents around
the jobs or actions that buyers are aiming to fulfill. Drawing on previous efforts to
construct a knowledge graph that connects actions detected in product reviews to
their products and related entities [8], we propose a framework that leverages the
knowledge graph data connections to guide the interaction during the product
recommendation process. Figure 1 provides an overview of the CRS framework.
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Fig. 1. CRS framework overview for recommending products based on buyers’ intents.

The framework includes three layers namely the interaction, processing, and
data layers. Following buyers’ intents to the CRS, the Intent-SPARQL Trans-
lator component is responsible for converting the intents into SPARQL queries.
The translator is designed to include semantic and pattern-based placeholders
to identify the actions and other elements mentioned in the buyer’s intents. For
example, if a buyer articulates that “she would like a device for drawing,” then
the translator automatically detects drawing as a potential action and integrates
it in the SPARQL queries. The queries are then passed to the SPARQL endpoint
to extract from the knowledge graph the relevant triples needed for the recom-
mendation process. The Recommender Engine traverses the triples extracted
from the SPARQL endpoint and uses them to rank products and to aggregate
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relevant action and product-related entities—reviews, images, and others. The
Voice and Visual Presentation component presents the recommended results to
the user through voice and visual features.

3 Demo: Alexa, Ask ClayBot to Recommend a Product

To showcase the feasibility of the proposed approach, this part presents ClayBot,
a conversational product recommendation agent. We explore an initial implemen-
tation of ClayBot as an Amazon Alexa Skill1. The Amazon Alexa Skills platform
provides an environment with features that ease the development and deploy-
ment of conversational agents. Such features include for example the creation of
user intent templates, handling voice and visual interfaces, and customizing slot
types that we used in the Intent-SPARQL Translator, among others. Figure 2
shows a sample voice interaction between a person and ClayBot, coupled with
visual feedback through the Alexa app2.

Alexa, ask ClayBot to 
recommend a product

What are you going to use this 
product for?

I need a device to watch movies

I recommend you buy the 
Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 Plus

Why?

In some reviews, people 
mentioned they like the display 

to watch movies on it

Do you have other options?

My next best recommendation 
is …

Fig. 2. ClayBot prototype running as an Amazon Alexa Skill.

ClayBot currently relies on a knowledge graph that covers annotated reviews
of computing products. Around 3,000 product reviews were annotated as part
of another project effort, and the data is accessed through an openly accessible
SPARQL endpoint [8]. The knowledge graph includes information pertaining to
the actions found in the reviews extracted from a retailer’s website that follows

1 ClayBot Alexa Skill page: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0BX6LQQT7
2 A video recording of the demo featuring the discussed example in Figure 2 is available
at: https://youtu.be/ZillD f51MQ

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0BX6LQQT7
https://youtu.be/ZillD_f51MQ
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the schema.org vocabulary, the valence (i.e., whether the reviewers were positive
or negative with the action they were trying to do while using the device), and
additional contextual information such as the role of agents and the environment
in which the product was used.

A person can invoke the skill by telling Alexa to ask ClayBot to recommend
a product. Following this invocation, ClayBot responds with what the person
is going to use this product for. This response aims to shift the focus of the
interaction on the job or action intended by the buyer, rather than on the tradi-
tional products and attributes focus. This design also limits the possibility of the
buyer having generic intents, which may drift the conversation to a more generic
intent classification task [5,7]. In this example, the person may reply that they
would need a device to watch movies. At this level, ClayBot will initiate the
Intent-SPARQL Translator component to try to match the action of watching
with the knowledge graph data. In the current version of ClayBot, the matching
is performed by defining in the Alexa app slots of type Action. The slot types
are then detected through text patterns in the intents. For example, a pattern
of text + <to> or <for> followed by an <action>. All products that support
this action will be fetched from the knowledge graph using SPARQL, along with
other data needed by the recommender engine to rank the available products.
The ranking of products relies on the relative ratio of positive versus negative
review annotations related to the action in focus, as a comparative base among
the products.

ClayBot then communicates the recommended product to the user and waits
for the person’s next instruction. At this stage, the person may ask for ex-
planation why this product was recommended, ask for another recommenda-
tion, restart the interaction with another objective, or simply end the conversa-
tion. When asked for other options, ClayBot recommends the next best product
ranked by the recommender engine. As explanation, ClayBot is currently able to
read and visualize a sample of related reviews from the knowledge graph. Figure 3
shows two examples of SPARQL queries. The first query extracts the knowledge
graph data needed by the engine for the computation of the products’ scores
relative to the action detected in the buyer intent. The second query extracts
the review data related to the recommended product and action in focus3.

4 Conclusion

This paper demonstrated a novel attempt to offer more human-centered con-
versational product recommendation systems. The approach aims to increase
human centricity by focusing the agent-people interactions on the jobs and ac-
tions that buyers are aiming to fulfill through the products they are seeking.

This work may benefit from several future research paths. First, the rec-
ommendation and explanation process can be extended to cover more elements
captured in the knowledge graph (e.g., environment of use, product features,

3 The queries can be tested on the following SPARQL endpoint:
https://linked.aub.edu.lb/actionrec/sparql

https://linked.aub.edu.lb/actionrec/sparql
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I need a device to <watch> 
movies

I recommend you buy the 
<Samsung Galaxy Tab S7 Plus>

Why?

In some reviews, people 
mentioned they like the display 

to watch movies on it

PREFIX oa: <http://www.w3.org/ns/oa#> 
PREFIX dct: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> 
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type/> 
PREFIX schema: <http://schema.org/> 
PREFIX arec: <http://linked.aub.edu.lb/actionrec/> 

#SPARQL to get data for the engine to score products supporting action “watch”
SELECT ?product ?action ?valence (COUNT(?action) AS ?a) WHERE {
?product schema:potentialAction ?action;
dct:isPartOf ?annotation;
schema:name ?productName.

?action dct:isPartOf ?annotation.
?annotation rdf:subClassOf oa:Annotation;
arec:hasValence ?valence;
oa:hasTarget ?review .

FILTER(?action = <http://linked.aub.edu.lb/actionrec/Action/WatchAction>)}
GROUP BY ?product ?action ?valence

#SPARQL to get review data for explaining the recommended product for “watch” 
SELECT ?reviewBody ?description WHERE {
?product dct:isPartOf ?annotation;
schema:potentialAction ?action.

?action dct:isPartOf ?annotation.
?annotation oa:hasTarget ?review;
schema:description ?description;
arec:hasValence "positive".

?review schema:reviewBody ?reviewBody.
FILTER(?product = <http://linked.aub.edu.lb/actionrec/Product/SM_T970NZKAXAR>)
FILTER(?action = <http://linked.aub.edu.lb/actionrec/Action/WatchAction>)}
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Fig. 3. SPARQL examples to get knowledge graph data relevant to a buyer’s intents.

and others). Second, it is beneficial to investigate a wider range of questions and
their impact on the conversation between a person and the recommender agent.
Third, it is valuable to evaluate users’ perception of their interaction with the
proposed approach compared to existing product recommendation efforts.

This research provides the following contributions: first, it helps CRS with
better uncovering buyers’ needs that often revolve around performing certain
jobs and recommending products accordingly; second, it demonstrates the po-
tential of leveraging knowledge graphs to provide guided and explainable inter-
actions between people and voice-enabled AI recommendation agents.
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